Introduction.
New continued fraction expansions for the ratios of two contiguous Heine functions [3; 4; 5] (2) are described here in detail ( §2, 3). The characterizing feature of each of these expansions is the fact that it is equal throughout the finite z-plane to the ratio of the functions which generates it. It is equal to this ratio in the neighborhood of the origin and furnishes the analytic continuation of this ratio throughout the finite z-plane. In sharp contrast to the continued fraction expansions investigated here are those previously found by the author [l] for the ratios of contiguous Heine functions. Each of the latter expansions converges inside a certain circular region about the origin, dependent on the values of a, b, c, and q, to the ratio of the two Heine functions which generates the expansion; exterior to this circular region, each expansion converges to the ratio of two different Heine functions.
The Heine function (8) (1 -g°)(l -g°+1)(l -g»)(l -g""1) _, (1 -g )(l -q2)il -g<)(l -q*1) with radius of convergence equal to 1 if |g| <1 and equal to |c7c+1_0_6| if |c?|>l. In (1.1) , it is understood that |g|^l, cp^ -p±2niri/u, where g = eu, 77, p = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Except for these conditions, a, b, c, and g are arbitrary. If a or b is equal to -p + 2mri/u, c6 (o, b, c, q, z) reduces to a polynomial. In §4 certain equal continued fractions are studied. They are equal as consequences of the expansions found in [l ] and the entirely different types found in § §2 and 3 here, since both types converge to the same ratios of contiguous Heine functions. In § §5 special continued fraction expansions obtained from § §2 and 3 are considered.
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(J) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. (3) Heine (cf. [3; 4] ) used, for example, q", which is not single valued. However, by the use of e"°, which is single valued, one does not need to specify the branch of qa. For simplification in printing, the notation q" (with the understanding that «"• is meant) is used throughout here (cf. also [6] ).
E. FRANK [April 2. The expansions for d> (a, b, c, q, z) : <p(a + l, b + 1, c + 1, q, z). The continued fraction expansion(4) 0(a, b, c, q, z) at a2 d>(a+l,b+l,c+l,q,z)~ Ti+Ti+---, 
■<b(a + 2, b + 2, c + 2, q, z) = 0. any bounded region 0^|z| ^Ci, and the roots of the auxiliary equation x2 = lim3,^OD bp-x+Yimp^x ap are pi = l, p2 = 0. Furthermore, there exist positive numbers 0<1, c, and C, such that in the entire region c^|pi| ^C, |p2/pi| =0-(Here, t? = 0, c=C=l, satisfy these conditions.) Then, by Theorem 2.42 of Perron [6, p. 93] , there exists a number n such that, for p^n, the continued fraction
converges uniformly in the entire region 0^|z| g Ci. Now, by a proof analogous to that of Perron [6, p. 146, Theorem 3.24] , since (2.3) converges uniformly if |g| <1, (2.1) is equal to the corresponding power series in the neighborhood of the origin, and furnishes the analytic continuation through-(4) The symbol ~ denotes a formal expansion. If at any time a partial numerator vanishes while the corresponding partial denominator does not vanish, the continued fraction breaks off with the preceding term. In this case the symbol ~ can be replaced by the = sign.
(6) In any of the expansions in §2 and 3, for certain values of a, b, or c, a partial numerator of a continued fraction may be zero. In this case, the continued fraction is finite, and its value can be computed therefrom. Furthermore, it is understood throughout that in each case those values of a, b, or c are excluded which make indeterminate the function to which the continued fraction in question converges.
out the finite z-plane. Thus, if \q\ <1, (2.1) holds with the equality sign replacing the ~ sign. For the consideration of the case |g| >1, let q and z he replaced by 1/q and zqa+h~c, respectively, in ( {2A) (l-f)(l-q") .,,,.,, , . ,
It \q\ >1, limp^^ ap = 0, limp^o, bp=l in (2.5), and the roots of the auxiliary equation are again unequal. By the same argument used in the preceding case, it follows that, if \q\ >1, (2.5) converges throughout the finite z-plane to the function c6(o, b, c, q, z):<j>(a + l, 6 + 1, c + 1, q, z), and the following theorem has been proved. Theorem 2.1. If \q\ <1, the continued fraction (2.1) represents a meromorphic function of z which is equal to the function <p(a, b, c, q,z): </>(a + l, b + 1, c + 1, q, z) throughout the finite z-plane. It is equal to this ratio in the neighborhood of the origin and furnishes the analytic continuation of it throughout the finite z-plane. If \q\ > 1, a similar statement holds for the continued fraction (2.5).
3. Other continued fraction expansions for the ratios of contiguous Heine functions. One obtains the continued fraction expansion <b(a, b, c + 1, q, z) 1 -q" + b0
bP=l---, +-*-' P = 0,l,---,\q\ < 1.
-qc+P
The equality sign holds in (3.4) for \q\ <1 since this formula was obtained from (3.1) by the replacement of q and z by 1/q and zqa+b~c~1, respectively, and it has just been shown that the equality sign holds in (3.1) if \q\ >1. Consequently, one has the following theorem. Theorem 4.1. // |g| ^1,
or (6) It is understood throughout this section concerning equal continued fractions that (i) if a partial numerator is zero, the continued fraction breaks off with the preceding term; (ii) both continued fractions can diverge (if they are «>), or, if one of the continued fractions is indeterminate, the other diverges unless it is finite, in which case it is also indeterminate.
FAe third member of the equality is equal to the first two only for values of z such that \z\ <\q~b\ if \q\ <1, and \z\ <|gc+1-a| if \q\>l.
From (4.1) the following special cases are obtained, where the equality signs hold only for those values of z specified in Theorem 4.1.
For b -c = n = 0, 1, • • • , in (4.1), the following finite continued fractions are found equal to an infinite one, For 77 = 1 in (4.2),
where the ap and bp are given in (4.1) with 6 = c + 1.
For a = c + l, b=c + l, in (4.1),
,. ,, r<i -qc+1) ^h ai a* . r+1<i ~ g"1) It is remarked that the equalities of the first and third members in formula (4.1) can also be obtained when one equates other corresponding infinite continued fractions of [l] and of § §2 and 3 above.
Since continued fractions (3.1) and (3.6) above, and (2.7) of [l], converge to the same ratio of Heine functions, the following theorem holds. -q^-^z) and where the ap+i, bp, p= 1, 2, -• •, are given in (3.1) if \q\ > 1; or, if\q\ < 1,
and where the ap+i, bp, are given in (3.6);
Yorb -c = n, and \q\ <1 in (4.7),one obtains an infinite continued fraction equal to a finite one (in the right-hand member). For b -c = l, \q\ <1, formula (4.7) reduces to (4.5). 1 -q^1
